## COVID-19 Physical distancing and transport options

### Live in your bubble
- **Home bubble**
- **Workers from different houses**
- **Separate home bubbles**
- **Shared accommodation bubble**

### Travel in your bubble
- **Solo travel bubble**
- **Different travel bubbles**
- **Shared transport bubbles**

### Work in your bubble
- **Solo work bubble**
- **Different work bubbles**
- **Shared work bubbles**

### If you need to share a vehicle with people:
- **Same vehicle, same people, every trip.**
- **Wash hands in and out.**
- **Clean surfaces every trip.**
- **Use the same seat every trip.**
- **Fill the vehicle from the back.**

### If you need to share a vehicle with people from outside your home bubble:
- **Sit diagonally / alternate rows.**
- **Use vehicle only for work.**